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REPLY:

We thank Ribarich et al for their interest in our work and
thank the editors of AJNR for giving us the opportunity to

respond to this letter. Dialogues such as this are an important
part of healthy scientific discourse and progress, and we hope
that our responses can help clarify several points of our article
and thereby help strengthen our study.

Ribarich et al noted that our patients with age-related macular
degeneration (AMD) and control groups were not perfectly age-
matched, but this was addressed in our description of the statistical
analysis performed. We used a generalized estimating equations
(GEE) method and explained that age was included as a variable in
our model as well as in the calculation of post hoc comparisons if
it was statistically significant. Table 1 identifies the comparisons for
which age was statistically significant and was, therefore, included
in the GEE model.

Ribarich et al also noted that our article did not report cardio-
vascular disease burden in the study population. This is true,
though it was not the focus of the article because cardiovascular
risk is known to be associated with AMD;1-4 our focus remained
on the potential effects of that association by examining the vas-
cular condition as it related to disease progression. The differen-
ces between the population with AMD and the similarly matched
controls are interesting and need to be explored further.

Nevertheless, as part of this discussion, it is important to
maintain the distinction between linear flow and volumetric flow.
It is understood that linear flow (velocity) in the ophthalmic ar-
tery (OA) increases with age, as Ribarich et al state. An increase
in linear flow is thought to be the result of decreased volume. The
volume is decreased due to atherosclerotic changes, and the linear
flow (velocity) increases from an otherwise unchanged pressure
system. Because the patient group with AMD is, on average,
slightly older than the control group, the age difference could be
expected to yield a small linear flow increase in patients with
AMD; however, it is not thought to account for the statistically
significant differences reported. The more interesting takeaway is
the trend test plot (presented in Figure 4 of our published article)
demonstrating that the association between the rate of decline in
OA volumetric flow with AMD disease progression is statistically
significant. This finding demonstrates the potential for decreased
ocular perfusion to affect the AMD process, perhaps in those
patients who are genetically predisposed.

Regarding the question of our reported measurement variabil-
ity, we acknowledged the limitation of estimating variability in 1
subject, and we agree that additional measurements would be val-
uable to improve this estimate. As Ribarich et al note, the within-
subject variability that we estimated was still substantially lower
than the difference between groups. We note here that as indi-
cated in the discussion section of our article, our phase-contrast
MRA measurements were remarkably similar to those reported
in the prior study of Ambarki et al,5 who reported a resistance
index of 0.68 (SD, 0.08) in the OA compared with our value of
0.70 (SD, 0.10) in similarly aged control subjects. These findings

provided us with additional confidence in the quantitative valid-
ity of our measurements.

Ribarich et al noted that 2 patients with AMD had only 1 eye
affected by AMD and suggested a new analysis of our data that
may be helpful to understand whether vascular changes occur
before or after the development of AMD. This observation does
not appear to be a criticism per se, and we agree that this sug-
gested analysis based on n ¼ 2 subjects should not be overinter-
preted. In reviewing our data for this response letter, we realized
that 1 of the eyes that we reported was excluded from analysis
due to motion and not due to diagnosis, and we apologize for the
misstatement in our article. Thus only 1 patient in our group was
diagnosed with AMD in a single eye. We reviewed our data from
this 1 patient, and we can confirm that the trend that we reported
is also seen in this patient: The OA of the healthy eye has a volu-
metric flow rate of 13.3mL/min and a resistance index of 0.77,
while the OA of the AMD eye has a volumetric flow rate of
2.9mL/min and a resistance index of 0.86. Again, we should not
overinterpret this n¼ 1 analysis, but it is reassuring.

Finally, Ribarich et al noted that the proportion of excluded
patients was remarkable, and that a “majority” of measurements
were discarded due to motion; however, this statement is incor-
rect and may be a misunderstanding. We apologize if this was
unclear in our article. Data were included from 21 of 24 patients
with AMD, and from 12 of 13 controls. We excluded approxi-
mately 30% of OAs from patients with AMD and 25% from con-
trols, and far fewer ICAs were excluded in both groups. We agree
that there was an unfortunately large number data sets that could
not be analyzed due to motion artifacts, but fortunately, the num-
ber of data sets included in our analysis was still sufficiently high
due to the large overall number of volunteers. We note again that
all volunteers were cooperative; however, these were all older
individuals, and our 7T MR imaging scanner is somewhat less
comfortable than clinical MR imaging scanners due to the long
bore size and the tight-fitting radiofrequency head coil, which
contribute to a less pleasant patient experience, increasing the
potential for motion.

Again, we are glad to have the opportunity to clarify these
points, which we hope will help further strengthen our article.
We hope that Ribarich et al agree that all points that they have
raised have been fully addressed, and there is no evidence of “sig-
nificant misinterpretation” of the data reported in our article. We
agree with Ribarich et al that this is an important topic that war-
rants further investigation that will build on our findings to better
understand the role of abnormal OA flow in AMD.
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